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VIDIZMO AT
A GLANCE

VIDIZMO, recognized in the Gartner Magic Quadrant, offers an enterprise video
content management system that allows you to stream LIVE/ON-DEMAND
VIDEOS to both INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL AUDIENCES. These solutions are
trusted by leading commercial enterprises including sports organizations. You
can choose to deploy VIDIZMO solutions on your premises, on the cloud, or in a
hybrid model. Additionally, VIDIZMO natively integrates with most CMS, Video
conferencing solutions, LMS, SSO, and the VIDIZMO team can also provide
customized integrations on request.
Learn more on how VIDIZMO can help your sports organization
in this brochure.
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Watch Video

Case Study

OFF-FIELD TRAINING FOR
UMPIRES OR REFEREES
CHALLENGE
To ensure fair decision-making, your VAR referees or third umpires
need to go through the necessary training, such as training for game
rules, operating live streaming, decision making based on scenarios,
etc. The challenge here lies in being able to create a standardized
and effective training program, and providing your audience with the
tools to enable remote access to the program worldwide.

SOLUTIONS
Through VIDIZMO, you can create a video training library and
empower your VAR referees or third umpires with the knowledge
they need. You can make training videos effective through several
interactivity options such as live chat, Q&A, quizzes, handouts, or
surveys. You can also add annotations in videos to encourage
deeper understanding and allow your audience to seek videos
frame by frame, to analyze each scenario more closely.

TRAIN YOUR
ON-FIELD STAFF
CHALLENGE
To ensure a smooth on-field match without mishaps, it’s essential that
every person involved during the match goes through a specific training,
be it the field cast staff, ball boys, volunteers, etc. The challenge here lies
in being able to deliver an effective standardized internal training.

SOLUTIONS
Through VIDIZMO, you can pre-record training videos and make them
available as on-demand video that are accessible from anywhere, on any
device in multiple languages. These videos can be categorized and
grouped, and your on-field staff can watch all the training that is relevant
to them before any sporting event.

ENGAGE WITH YOUR
EXTERNAL AUDIENCE
CHALLENGE
The home ground is no longer merely about packing a stadium or giving autographs to your fans on the field.
Today, it's more about engaging your fans inside and outside the field through digital channels. Therefore, it's
essential to have a platform where you can engage with your audience, through high quality sports videos.

SOLUTIONS
Through VIDIZMO, you can engage with your audiences through match clips, highlights, and best moments
made available as on-demand video through brandable portals. In addition, VIDIZMO allows you to conduct a
live broadcast externally and interact with your audience through comments, live chat, Q&A, etc.; record it, and
make it available as on-demand video.

REACH OUT TO
GLOBAL AUDIENCES
CHALLENGE
To ensure that the players, coaches, referees, umpires, and your fans, are
able to understand your content without any language barrier, you need
to stream video content in multiple languages.

SOLUTIONS
Through VIDIZMO, through a multilingual platform, you can stream
videos in multiple languages as VIDIZMO allows you to transcribe
live and on-demand videos and translate these transcriptions into
multiple languages.

KEY FEATURES
BRANDING

FRAME BY
FRAME
ANALYSIS
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VIDIZMO offers a white labelled video platform that you can brand according to your identity;
add a customized background, upload an image and change background colors, and can also
customize the portal domain. Moreover, you can customize the portal's layout through CSS.
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VIDIZMO allows annotations in videos to achieve a lot
within a limited canvas of a video frame.

ANNOTATIONS

VIDIZMO allows you to center on a single instance of a video. You can pause the video at any
specific instance and seek it forward or backward by a single frame.

VIDIZMO allows you to insert quizzes, handouts, Q&A, etc., in on-demand videos
or during a live or recorded broadcast to have interactive two-way communication.
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INTERACTIVE
VIDEO
EXPERIENCE

KEY FEATURES
LIVE &
ON-DEMAND
VIDEO

VIDIZMO allows you to upload videos, or conduct a live stream internally
or externally, record and make it available as video-on-demand.
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INTEGRATION
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VIDIZMO offers a multilingual platform. You can automatically translate
and transcribe live and on-demand videos in 12+ languages.

AUTOMATIC
TRANSLATION
& TRANSCRIPTION

VIDIZMO allows you to integrate with your existing IT systems or applications
such as LMS, CRM, SSO, ERP, video conferencing systems, etc.
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VIDIZMO allows you to stream high-quality videos on any
device such as mobile, laptop, etc.
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ADAPTIVE
BITRATE
STREAMING

KEY FEATURES
USERS
& GROUPS

VIDIZMO allows you to maintain your organization's hierarchy by separating content
according to your department; allowing you to share videos with relevant individuals
or groups only. Moreover, VIDIZMO allows you to restrict users by limiting control
within the applications.
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AVAILABLE ON AZURE (COMMERCIAL & GOV),
AWS AND ZOOM MARKETPLACES

https://bit.ly/39nJwwK

https://amzn.to/2YhPBUX https://bit.ly/36iyqqJ

WHY LEADING
ORGANIZATIONS
PREFER VIDIZMO?
FLEXIBILITY
Customized integrations,
features and deployment
options (Cloud, On-Premises
or Hybrid) to solve your
unique challenges

CUSTOMER-FIRST
BUSINESS PHILOSOPHY
We successfully help you
deliver video projects
from start to end

COMPLIANCES

Our solutions are designed to
ensure numerous regional
compliances from content
storage, processing to usage

SECURITY

USER MANAGEMENT

Our solutions offer customizable security
policies, content usage policies and
deployment options to fulfill your security
needs

Manage employee usage of video solutions
on a granular level in terms of content
usage, rights, budgeting and much more

TECHNOLOGY AGNOSTIC

GLOBAL PRESENCE

We easily integrate and add Value
to your existing IT solutions and
infrastructure

Our solutions are multilingual
and are available in more
than 140 countries
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